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ABSTRACT
In complex network analysis, centralities based on shortest paths, such as betweenness and close-
ness, are widely used. More recently, many complex systems are being represented by time-varying,
multilayer, and time-varying multilayer networks, i.e. multidimensional (or high order) networks.
Nevertheless, it is well-known that the aggregation process may create spurious paths on the ag-
gregated view of such multidimensional (high order) networks. Consequently, these spurious paths
may then cause shortest-path based centrality metrics to produce incorrect results, thus undermin-
ing the network centrality analysis. In this context, we propose a method able to avoid taking into
account spurious paths when computing centralities based on shortest paths in multidimensional (or
high order) networks. Our method is based on MultiAspect Graphs (MAG) to represent the multi-
dimensional networks and we show that well-known centrality algorithms can be straightforwardly
adapted to the MAG environment. Moreover, we show that, by using this MAG representation, pit-
falls usually associated with spurious paths resulting from aggregation in multidimensional networks
can be avoided at the time of the aggregation process. As a result, shortest-path based centralities
are assured to be computed correctly for multidimensional networks, without taking into account
spurious paths that could otherwise lead to incorrect results. We also present a case study that shows
the impact of spurious paths in the computing of shortest paths and consequently of shortest-path
based centralities, thus illustrating the importance of this contribution.
Keywords FNetwork centrality ¨ time-varying networks ¨ multilayer networks ¨ high order networks
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1 Introduction
Centrality is a key concept for complex network analysis [3, 9]. Typically seen as a ranking of the relative importance
of vertices or edges in a complex network, many distinct centrality definitions have been proposed over the last decades
for different purposes in several fields [6, 11, 12, 18, 20]. More recently, many complex systems are being represented
by time-varying, multilayer, and time-varying multilayer networks, i.e. multidimensional (or high order) networks.
Traditionally multidimensional networks were referred to as networks for which there are more than one edge con-
necting two vertices, i.e. a multigraph. However, with the emergence of time-varying and multilayer networks, the
definition of multidimensional networks evolved to support these newer types of higher order networks. Berlinger et
al. [1] state that dimensions in network data can be either explicit or implicit. In the first case the dimensions directly
reflect the various interactions in reality; in the second case, the dimensions are defined by the analyst to reflect differ-
ent interesting qualities of the interactions, which can be inferred from the available data, in structures as multilayer
or multiplex networks. Therefore, inline with this interpretation of several related works [2, 13, 15, 25, 26], we use
the term multidimensional network to refer to higher-order complex networks that involve multiple aspects or features
(i.e. dimensions), such as time instants, layers, and so on. More specifically, in this paper, we focus on shortest-path
based centralities, such as betweenness and closeness, in multidimensional networks.
We represent multidimensional networks by means of using MultiAspect Graphs (MAGs) [23, 24], which are a re-
cently introduced abstraction able to represent time-varying, multilayer, combined time-varying and multilayer, or
even higher order graphs. In a MAG, each independent structure (i.e., a dimension) of a high order network is repre-
sented by an aspect. Therefore, in a MAG, aspects are used to represent the vertices set, layer set, time instants set,
and so on. MAGs are shown to be isomorphic to an object composed of a directed graph and one companion tuple.
Furthermore, MAGs are closely related to directed graphs [23]. Algebraic representations and basic algorithms for
MAGs are investigated in [24]. These previous works pave the way for the MAG centrality notions investigated here.
In particular, we focus on shortest-path based centralities, since they are widely applied in complex network analysis
and relatively straightforward to interpret.
In order to assess node centralities in multidimensional networks, it is common to aggregate one or more aspects of
the network in a dimensionality reduction process. Nevertheless, it is well-known that the aggregation process may
create spurious paths on the aggregated view of such multidimensional networks [2, 8, 15, 17–19]. Spurious paths
emerge as additional paths that actually did not exist in the original network. As a consequence, this may generate
shortest paths that also did not exist in the original networks. The presence of these artifacts on the aggregated network
causes the shortest-path based centrality measures to include spurious shortest paths on their computation, leading to
results that are not consistent with the original network and undermining the network centrality-based analysis of the
multidimensional network. Figure 1 presents a small illustrative example of this issue. In this case, T1, T2, and T3
represent three instants of a time-varying graph (TVG). It can be seen that in this TVG there is no path from vertex 1 at
time T1 to vertex 4 at any time since the edge t3, 4u occurs at time T2, before edge t2, 3u at time T3. However, in the
aggregated network there is a path from vertex 1 to vertex 4. Often such spurious paths in aggregated network views
are overlooked, thus potentially misleading the centrality analysis, or it becomes a cumbersome (and not scalable)
process to disregard them in computing shortest paths at the aggregated view. This motivates the investigation of ways
to avoid these spurious paths at the aggregation process.
In this paper, we propose a method1 able to avoid taking into account spurious paths when aggregating dimensions
and, as a consequence, also when later computing centralities based on shortest paths in multidimensional networks.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first method to avoid the generation of spurious paths at the aggregation
process in multidimensional networks. Further, we present a formalization of well-known centralities in the MAG
environment, assuring that the subject of shortest-paths centralities in MAGs is well defined to provide the support
proposed solution. The presence of aggregation artifacts on the aggregated network causes the centrality algorithms
based on shortest paths to include these shortest spurious paths into the centrality calculation, leading to results that
are not consistent with the original network. Then, as the main contribution of this work, we prove that, by using
the proposed method, pitfalls usually associated with aggregation can be avoided in multidimensional networks. As
a result, path-based centralities are assured to be computed correctly without taking into account spurious paths that
could lead to incorrect results. We also present a case study that shows the impact of spurious paths in the computing of
shortest paths and consequently of shortest-path based centralities, thus illustrating the importance of this contribution.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief description of MultiAspect Graphs, defines sub-
determination, and discusses the proof that spurious paths related to sub-determination can be avoided in centralities
based on shortest paths. Section 3 formalizes shortest-path based centralities and their sub-determined form on the
MAG environment. Section 4 discusses the implementation of algorithms for evaluating shortest-path centralities on
1This is an extended version of the shorter paper [22] that showed only the theoretical part of the work.
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Figure 1: Time-Varying Graph and its aggregated form.
MAGs and presents an example of a betweenness centrality algorithm in both sub-determined and non-sub-determined
forms. Section 5 presents a case study comparing results obtained by the traditional method to results obtained by our
proposed method that avoids spurious paths. Finally, Section 6 presents final remarks and concludes the paper.
2 Background on MultiAspect Graphs (MAGs)
We define a MAG as H “ pA,Eq, where E is a set of edges and A is a finite list of sets, each of which is called an
aspect. Each aspect σ P A is a finite set, and the number of aspects p “ |A| is called the order of H . Each edge e P E
is a tuple with 2 ˆ p elements. All edges are constructed so that they are of the form pa1, . . . , ap, b1, . . . , bpq, where
a1, b1 are elements of the first aspect of H , a2, b2 are elements of the second aspect of H , and so on, until ap, bp which
are elements of the p-th aspect of H .
As a matter of notation, we say that ApHq is the aspect list of H and EpHq is the edge set of H . Further, ApHqrns is
the n-th aspect in ApHq, |ApHqrns| “ τn is the number of elements in ApHqrns, and p “ |ApHq| is the order of H .
Further, we define the set
VpHq “
pą
n“1
ApHqrns, (1)
which is the Cartesian product of all the p aspects of the MAG H . We call the elements v P VpHq composite vertices.
Note that each composite vertex v P VpHq has the form pa1, . . . , apq. Therefore, there is a close relation between
MAG edges and pairs of composite vertices, since pa1, . . . , ap, b1, . . . , bpq „ pv,uq “ ppa1, . . . , apq, pb1, . . . , bpqq, so
that v “ pa1, . . . , apq and u “ pb1, . . . , bpq. From this relation between MAG edges and pairs of composite vertices,
it is possible to build a directed graph of composite vertices, which is shown in [23] to be isomorphic to the MAG.
As a consequence of the isomorphism between a MAG and a directed graph, we then define the function
g : pApHq, EpHqq Ñ pVpHq,VpHq
ą
VpHqq (2)
H ÞÑ pVpHq, ψpEpHqq,
which maps every MAG H to its isomorphic directed graph gpHq. Further, we define the set of functions
pii : VpHq Ñ ApHqris (3)
pa1, a2, . . . , apq ÞÑ ai,
which extracts the n-th element of a composite vertex tuple.
Note that, by the definition of gpHq in Expression 2, the vertices of the directed graph gpHq are tuples with p elements.
It is also possible, if desired, to have a more traditional graph representation where the vertices are simply points of a
set with no additional meaning. In this case, the directed graph has to be complemented by a companion tuple, which
allows the association of each vertex with its original MAG tuple. This companion tuple is a tuple with p elements,
where each element 0 ă i ď p is given as |ApHqris|, the number of components of the i-th aspect. Further details
regarding the construction and usage of the companion tuple of a MAG can be found in [24].
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2.1 How a MAG represents a time-varying graph (TVG)
In this section, we briefly show how MAGs can represent time-varying graphs (TVGs). In this case, we adopt a 2-
order MAG for such a representation, i.e. we use two aspects (vertices and time instants) to represent a TVG. As a
consequence, to represent a TVG we adopt the particular MAG H “ pV,E, T q, where V is the set of vertices, T is
the set of time instants, and E is the set of edges that connect the composite vertices. These composite vertices, in
this case of a TVG as a 2-order MAG, can also be thought of as temporal nodes represented by the tuple pv, tq, where
v P V and t P T , with p “ 2 aspects. Figure 2 shows an illustrative example of a TVG with 2 nodes t0, 1u P V and
3 time instants tt0, t1, t2u P T , along with some illustrative edges connecting the composite vertices (i.e., temporal
nodes). Such edges can connect temporal nodes at the same time instant (edges shown in blue), in different time
instants (shown in red), or a combination of both (shown in green).
Figure 2: Example of a TVG represented as a 2-order MAG.
The particular usage of the MAG object H “ pV,E, T q to represent a TVG is formally described in a previous
paper [25]. This MAG-based TVG model is therein shown to unify the representation of several previous (classes of)
models for TVGs found in the literature, which in general are unable to represent each other.
The results discussed in this paper concerning the avoidance of spurious paths along the aggregation process are valid
for this particular case of MAGs being used to represent TVGs. Moreover, such results also remain valid for the
more general cases in which MAGs are used to represent high order complex networks as well, as it is shown in the
remainder of this paper.
2.2 Shortest paths in MAGs
Since every MAG H is isomorphic to a directed graph, it follows that shortest paths between composite vertices
are equivalent to shortest paths between vertices of a directed graph. Therefore, algorithms based on shortest paths
between composite vertices can be constructed as traditional directed graph algorithms. In particular, algorithms for
centralities based on shortest paths, like for instance, closeness and betweenness centralities, can be computed for
composite vertices on a MAG with the same algorithms used for computing them in directed graphs.
In the case of sub-determined vertices on a MAG, however, the traditional algorithms for directed graphs may lead to
problems, if applied directly. As shown in [23, 24], shortest paths and distances between sub-determined vertices do
not have the same properties of shortest paths and distances on directed graphs.
In MAGs, similarly to traditional graphs, distances can be defined in different ways depending on the application. In
this sense, one common way of defining distances between composite vertices in MAGs is the number of hops of a
shortest path between these vertices. Edge attributes (weights) can be used to assign distances (e.g. metric distances)
to an edge. Moreover, any MAG that has time instants as an aspect can be seen as a time-varying MAG. Hence, the
time length of an edge is determined by the difference between the two time values on that edge. Therefore, time
distances can be inferred directly from the edge composition. As a consequence, as with traditional directed graphs,
algorithms based on shortest paths can be adapted for use with any other distance definition.
2.3 MAG sub-determination
A MAG sub-determination is a generalization of the aggregation applied to multilayer or time-varying graphs, in
which all layers or time instants can be aggregated, resulting in a traditional directed graph. In other words, the sub-
determination process can be seen as a partition of the original MAG, where composite vertices that are sub-determined
to a same sub-determined vertex are on the same equivalence class. Since a MAG can have more than 2 aspects, a
sub-determination can be performed in more ways than the aggregation
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Given an arbitrary MAG H , a sub-determination is constructed from a non-empty proper sublist of the aspects of H .
Since this sublist excludes the empty sublist and the full aspect list of H , in a MAG with p aspects there are 2p ´ 2
possible non-empty proper aspect sublists, each one of them originating a distinct sub-determination. Therefore, in a
MAG H with p aspects we identify the possible sub-determination by a positive integer ζ, where 1 ď ζ ď 2p ´ 2.
A tuple with p elements either 0 or 1 can be used as a set indicator to represent each possible sub-determination. An
element with value 1 in the i-th position of the tuple indicates that the i-th aspect is present in the sub-determination
while a 0 indicates that the i-th aspect is not present in the sub-determination. We remark that this tuple is equivalent
to the binary representation of the integer ζ. We thus use the symbol ζ to represent the sub-determination both as an
integer number or its equivalent tuple.
For a given MAG H and a sub-determination ζ, we have a sublist AζpHq Ă ApHq such that pζ “ |AζpHq| is the
number of aspects in the sub-determination. From this, we define the set of composite sub-determined vertices of H
as
VζpHq “
pζą
n´1
AζpHqrns, (4)
i.e., the Cartesian product of all the aspects in the sub-determination ζ. Further, we also define the function
Sζ : VpHq Ñ VζpHq (5)
pa1, a2, . . . , apq ÞÑ paζ1 , aζ2 , . . . , aζpζ q,
which takes each composite vertex of H to its sub-determined form.
Even though aggregation (or sub-determination for the case of MAGs) may cause additional paths to be present on
the aggregated network, we show that it is possible to obtain a sub-determined Breadth-First Search (BFS) in which
the additional paths potentially created by the sub-determination/aggregation process are not considered. The proof of
this claim can be found in [24]. However, in order to make this work self-contained, we present a brief motivation of
the proof, providing a deeper understanding of how the spurious paths issue can be avoided.
The construction of sub-determined algorithms relies on the use of functions to aggregate/reduce results according
to the applied sub-determination. In some cases, this function can be as simple as just summing up values obtained
in composite vertices, which are reduced to the same sub-determined vertex. It follows that such summation can be
done by matrix multiplication. Given a MAG H and a sub-determination ζ, the sub-determination matrix MζpHq
P Rnζˆn is a rectangular matrix, where n “ |VpHq| is the number of composite vertices of H and nζ “ |VζpHq|
is the number of composite vertices of the sub-determination ζ applied to the MAG H . Since a sub-determination is
a (proper) subset of the aspects of a MAG, it follows that nζ |n, i.e. the number of composite vertices of a MAG, is
a multiple of the number of composite vertices in any of its sub-determinations. Further, MζpHq has the property of
having exactly one non-zero entry in each column; and the position of this entry is determined by the numerical value
of the sub-determined composite vertex.
Algorithm 1 shows the construction of the sub-determination matrix MζpHq for a given MAG H and sub-
determination ζ. As Algorithm 1 is actually a classic BFS, it has time complexity Opn ` nζq and space com-
plexity Opnq. The function D takes a composite vertex to its numerical representation and the function Sζ takes a
composite vertex to its sub-determined form, i.e., it drops the aspects not present in the sub-determination.
Algorithm 1: Construction of Mζ .
input : τpHq and ζ
output:MζpHq
1 SubDetMatrix(τpHq, ζ)
2 Tζ “ SubCompTuplepτpHq, ζq // ζ sub-determined companion tuple
3 nÐ |VpHq|
4 nζ Ð |VζpHq|
5 MζpHq Ð nζ ˆ n sparse matrix
6 for j Ð 1 to n do
7 uÐ D´1pj, τpHqq // numeric tuple form of j
8 iÐ Dpu, Tζq // sub-determined representation
9 MζpHqri, js Ð 1
10 end
11 returnMζpH)
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From Algorithm 1, it can be seen that the sub-determination matrix MζpRq, used to do the sub-determination of the
MAG R shown in Figure 3, has the form depicted in Equation 6.
MζRpRq “
«
1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 1
ff
. (6)
(a) MAG R (b) sub-determined R
Figure 3: Order 2 MAG R with 2 time instants and its sub-determined form (in time).
Given the adjacency matrix JpHq of an arbitrary MAG H , and given the sub-determination matrix MζpHq that repre-
sents the desired sub-determination, the adjacency matrix of the sub-determined MAG Hζ is obtained by Equation 7.
JζpHq “MζpHq JpHqMζpHqT . (7)
The adjacency matrix JpRq of the MAG R shown in Figure 3(a) is given by Equation 8.
JpRq “
»————–
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffifl . (8)
Therefore, it follows that the adjacency matrix JζRpRq of the sub-determined MAG R, shown in Figure 3(b), is given
by
JζRpRq “MζRpRq JpRqMζRpRqT , (9)
so that
JζRpRq “
«
1 1 0
0 1 1
0 0 1
ff
. (10)
Due to the properties of matrix multiplication, it follows that the result of the algebraic sub-determination of a MAG
results in a multi-graph with self-loops. Since we usually consider simple graphs, we may replace the main diagonal
by a zero diagonal and (if necessary) substitute any non-zero entry by 1. This way we obtain the matrix JsζRpRq, as
shown in Equation 11.
JsζRpRq “
«
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
ff
. (11)
Note that JsζRpRq is indeed the adjacency matrix corresponding to Figure 3(b) and that the spurious edge from vertex
2 to vertex 3 is present in this adjacency matrix, as expected.
We now show that given an arbitrary MAG H , its adjacency matrix JpHq and a sub-determination ζ, it is possible
to obtain a BFS sub-determined by ζ, in which no spurious path is considered. The BFS is closely related to matrix
multiplication. This stems from the well-known property of the powers of the adjacency matrix, in which the pi, jq
entry of the n-th power of the adjacency matrix shows the number of existing walks of length n from vertex i to vertex
j [14]. From this, we could think that for a given MAG H , the series
B “
8ÿ
i“0
JpHqi “ I` JpHq ` JpHq2 ` JpHq3 ` JpHq4 ` . . . (12)
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would produce a matrixB, such that the entryBi,j indicates the number of walks of any length from vertex i to vertex
j. This is indeed the case when H happens to be an acyclic MAG, making JpHq a nilpotent matrix. The existence
of cycles in H makes that, for some vertices, there will exist walks of arbitrary length connecting them (namely, the
cycles), making the series of Equation 12 divergent. However, since the objective is not to know the number of walks
between each pair of vertices, but simply to know which vertices are reachable from each other (i.e. there is at least a
path between them), this technical problem can be solved by multiplying the adjacency matrix JpHq by a scalar ρH ,
such that
0 ă ρH ă 1
ρpJpHqq , (13)
where ρpJpHqq is the spectral radius of the matrix JpHq. This leads to the matrix
JρpHq “ ρH JpHq, (14)
so that the spectral radius of the matrix JρpHq ă 1. This results that Equation 12 constructed with the matrix JρpHq
converges. Since the convergence of the series is assured, Equation 12 can be re-expressed as
B “ pI ´ JρpHqq´1. (15)
The matrix B defined in Equation 15 has the property that, for any given composite vertex v P VpHq, the row Dpvq
of B has non-zero entries in every column that corresponds to a composite vertex u P VpHq, such that u is reachable
from v. Hence, for a given composite vertex v, the row Dpvq corresponds to the result of a BFS started at that
composite vertex.
Since we now have an algebraic formulation for the BFS, given by either Equation 12 or Equation 15, we can show
that the order in which the sub-determination and the BFS are executed matters. Note that the equation
8ÿ
i“0
`
MζpHq JρpHqMζpHqT
˘i
(16)
represents the case where the sub-determination is calculated first and the BFS is calculated afterwards, while the
equation
MζpHq
˜ 8ÿ
i“0
JρpHqi
¸
MζpHqT (17)
represents the case where the BFS is calculated first and the sub-determination afterwards. Note that in general the
result obtained by Equation 16 is different from the result obtained from Equation 17. To see that this claim holds,
note that an arbitrary power k of the matrix MζpHq JρpHqMζpHqT is given by
MζpHqJρpHqMζpHqT MζpHqJρpHqMζpHqT . . .looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
k times
, (18)
where
`
MζpHq JρpHqMζpHqT
˘
is multiplied k times. Note, however, that
MζpHqT MζpHq ‰ In, (19)
since MζpHq P Rnζˆn is a rectangular matrix and nζ ă n, so that the rank of the matrix MζpHqT MζpHq is less or
equal to nζ , while the rank of the identity In is n ą nζ . Since Inequality 19 holds, it follows that our claim holds.
From the fact that Equation 16 and Equation 17 are not equivalent, we claim that the results obtained from Equation 17
do not consider spurious paths that can be created by sub-determination. Note that the term
`ř8
i“0 JρpHqi
˘
present
in Equation 17 is the BFS calculated for the original (i.e. not sub-determined) MAG H . Therefore, it follows that
no spurious path is considered in this BFS, since no sub-determination was done. As this BFS was calculated with
no spurious paths, the result can now be sub-determined for calculating shortest-path centralities without considering
unwanted artifacts that may lead to incorrect centrality results.
3 Centrality in MAGs
In graph theory and network analysis, a centrality can be understood as an indicator of the relative importance of
the vertices or edges on the graph under analysis. Formally, it follows that for a given graph G “ pV,Eq, a vertex
centrality Cv can be seen as a function from the set of vertices of a graph to a set of nonnegative real numbers, i.e.
Cv : V pGq Ñ R`
ď
t0u, (20)
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where V pGq is the vertex set of the graph G. Note that Function 20 induces a linear order relation upon its domains,
which can, in turn, be understood as a centrality notion. The adopted centrality function should then properly reflect
the kind of vertex relative importance to be expressed by the centrality notion. Similarly, edge centralities may be
defined to reflect the relative importance of an edge.
For instance, the vertex betweenness centrality [10] is defined as
CBpvq “
ÿ
s,tPV pGq
σps, t{vq
σps, tq , (21)
where V pGq is the the vertex set of the graph G, s, t P V pGq are vertices of the graph G, v P V pGq is the vertex for
which the centrality is calculated, σps, tq is the number of shortest paths connecting vertices s and t, and σps, t{vq is
the number of shortest paths from s to t which pass through vertex v. If calculated for each v P V pGq, Equation 21
can be seen as a possible implementation of Function 20.
3.1 Extending the centrality notion to MAGs
The evaluation of edge centralities in a MAG can be done in a straightforward way using the MAG’s composite
vertex representation. Since this representation is a traditional directed graph and it carries all the edges of the MAG,
thus preserving their topological properties (i.e., their adjacency properties), it follows that edge centralities can be
computed using the same methods applied to traditional directed graphs.
However, the evaluation of vertex centralities in MAGs is more complex than in a traditional graph. The first difference
to be considered is that a MAG can be sub-determined and at the limit any aspect element can become a vertex.
Nevertheless, the composite vertices representation of a MAG, which is shown to be isomorphic to the MAG [23], is
a directed graph. Hence, vertex centralities in a MAG can be defined in terms of the composite vertices present on the
MAG’s composite vertices representation, as well as, in terms of any sub-determination of the composite vertices.
3.2 Composite vertex centralities
Formally, a composite vertex centrality can be seen as a function that goes from the set of composite vertices to the set
of nonnegative real numbers, i.e.
Cv : VpHq Ñ R`
ď
t0u, (22)
where VpHq is the set of all composite vertices in H (see Eq. 1).
As the MAG composite vertex representation is a directed graph in which the vertices are the MAG’s composite
vertices, it follows that any centrality form known for directed graphs can be directly applied to calculate MAG
composite vertex centralities. For instance, the composite vertex betweenness centrality can be defined as
CBv : VpHq Ñ R`
ď
t0u (23)
v ÞÑ
ÿ
s,tPVpHq
σps, t{vq
σps, tq ,
where v, s, t P VpHq are composite vertices of the MAG H , σps, tq is the number of shortest paths from s to t, and
σps, t{vq is the number of shortest paths from s to t which pass through v.
3.3 Sub-determined vertex centralities
The definition of centralities for sub-determined vertices on a MAG is quite similar to the centrality definition for
composite vertices, i.e.
Cvζ : VζpHq Ñ R`
ď
t0u, (24)
where VζpHq is the set of sub-determined vertices of the MAG H . However, the computation of such sub-determined
centrality may require distinct algorithms as the computation of composite vertices centralities. For instance, consider
the sub-determined betweenness centrality, defined as
CBvζ : VζpHq Ñ R`
ď
t0u (25)
vζ ÞÑ
ÿ
sζ ,tζPVζpHq
σpsζ , tζ{vζq
σpsζ , tζq ,
8
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where vζ , sζ , tζ P VζpHq are sub-determined composite vertices of the MAG H by a given sub-determination ζ,
σpsζ , tζq is the number of shortest paths from sζ to tζ , and σpsζ , tζ{vζq is the number of shortest paths from sζ to tζ
which pass through vζ .
The shortest paths between a given pair of sub-determined vertices sζ , tζ P VζpHq cannot, however, be computed
with the traditional algorithm used for composite vertices. Actually, the computation of σpsζ , tζ{vζq and, therefore,
all centralities that are defined in terms of shortest paths have to be computed with algorithms constructed based upon
the sub-determined shortest paths algorithms discussed in Section 2.2.
3.4 Single aspect centralities
Formally, for a given MAG H “ pA,Eq, a single aspect centrality can be seen as a function that takes each element
from a given aspect to a nonnegative real number, i.e.
Ca : ApHqrjs Ñ R`
ď
t0u, (26)
where ApHqrjs is the j-th aspect of the MAG H .
We highlight that a single aspect centrality is a particular case of sub-determined centralities, since the set ApHqrjs
can be obtained by a sub-determination ζj in which the j-th entry of the sub-determination tuple is 1 and all other
entries are 0. Therefore, a single aspect centrality is a particular case of sub-determined centrality, and can then be
computed using the same algorithms used for sub-determined centralities. Hence, given any sub-determination ζ1
that preserves a single aspect, the sub-determined betweenness centrality CBvζ1 as defined in Expression 25 is a single
aspect betweenness centrality. Another example of a single aspect centrality is degree centrality. In this case, the
centrality function simply takes each aspect element to the number of edges incident to it. In particular, for any MAG
that has an aspect designated as time, a time centrality is simply an aspect centrality for this particular aspect [7].
4 Algorithms
In this section, we show with a betweenness centrality example how centrality algorithms for MAGs can be derived
from well-known algorithms for directed graphs.
We start by presenting Algorithm 2, which evaluates betweenness centrality for all composite vertices of a given
MAG, as defined by Expression 23. We remark that this is just an implementation of the Brandes algorithm [4, 5],
which for unweighted sparse networks has as time complexity Opnmq and as space complexity Opn `mq, where n
is the number of composite vertices and m the number of edges. Note that, for practical purposes, multidimensional
complex networks are in general sparse. The original Brandes algorithm can be used directly to evaluate the centralities
of composite vertices of a MAG since the composite vertices of a MAG form a directed graph. Therefore, all of
the known properties of the Brandes algorithm for directed graphs apply for MAGs when evaluating betweenness
centralities for composite vertices. Since this algorithm is well-known, we have included its complete description in
Algorithm 2, mainly to serve as a basis for comparison with the sub-determined betweenness centrality algorithm we
present in Algorithm 3.
When considering the sub-determined form of betweenness centrality, defined by Expression 25, we first have to take
into account that calculating betweenness centrality of a sub-determined MAG is not the same as calculating the sub-
determined betweenness centrality of a MAG. This is a consequence of the fact that composite vertices that are not
connected in a MAG may be connected on a sub-determined form of this MAG, meaning that the sub-determination
process may create paths on the sub-determined MAG that have no real correspondence to paths existing on the original
MAG. As an illustrative example of this, we present Figures 3(a) and 3(b). The MAG R shown at Figure 3(a) can be
seen either as a multilayer or a time-varying network. It can be seen that starting from vertex 1 it is not possible to
reach vertex 3. However, in Figure 3(b), which is a sub-determined form of the MAG R, there is a path connecting
vertex 1 to vertex 3.
As a consequence of this spurious connectivity, shortest paths that should not exist can be present on a sub-determined
form of a MAG. A complete description of this undesired effect can be found at [24]. In order to prevent this to
influence the results of the evaluation of betweenness centrality, we propose a sub-determined algorithm, which uses
the original (non sub-determined) MAG to evaluate centrality.
The sub-determined betweenness centrality, presented in Algorithm 3, is based upon the original Brandes algorithm.
Algorithm 3 evaluates sub-determined betweenness centrality (i.e. betweenness centrality of sub-determined vertices)
without considering the spurious paths potentially generated by MAG sub-determination.
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Algorithm 2: Betweenness centrality for composite vertices.
input :H, τpHq // MAG H and companion tuple
output: CBv // Betweenness centrality vector
1 BetweennessCentrality(H, τpHq)
2 nÐ |V pHq| // Number of composite vertices of the MAG
3 CBv Ð vector of n integers, all 0
4 for s in V pHq // Single Source shortest path (SSSP) problem
5 do
6 S Ð empty stack
7 P Ð a vector of n empty lists
8 σ Ð vector of n integers for counting shortest paths
9 σrss Ð 1 // Each vertex has 1 shortest path to itself
10 dÐ vector of n values´1 for distances
11 drss “ 0 // Distance from s to itself is 0
12 QÐ queue containing s
13 whileQ is not empty // Composite vertices BFS
14 do
15 dequeue v Ð Q
16 push v Ñ S
17 for each composite vertex w such that pv,wq P EpHq do
18 if drws “ ´1 // If w found for the first time
19 then
20 enqueue w Ñ Q
21 drws Ð drvs ` 1 // Distance sÑ w
22 end
23 if drws “ drvs ` 1 // If there is a shortest path to w via v
24 then
25 σrws Ð σrws ` σrvs // Counts shortest paths
26 append v Ñ P rws // v is predecessor of w
27 end
28 end
29 end
30 δ Ð vector of n integers, all 0
31 while S is not empty do
32 pop w Ð S
33 for v in P rws // For all predecessors of w
34 do
35 δrvs Ð δrvs ` pσrvs{σrwsq ˆ p1` δrwsq
36 end
37 ifw! “ s then
38 CBv rws Ð CBv rws ` δrws
39 end
40 end
41 end
42 return CBv
The key differences between Algorithm 3 and the traditional Brandes algorithm is that in Algorithm 3 both the sub-
determined and the full (non sub-determined) MAG are taken into account. Actually, the Breadth-First Search (BFS)
part of the algorithm is done upon the full MAG, while the paths are built upon the sub-determined vertices. By doing
this, we have that only the paths that exist on the full MAG will be taken into account for calculating the centrality,
whose result is expressed in terms of sub-determined vertices.
By comparing both the traditional and the sub-determined algorithms, it can be seen that the main differences are at
lines 3, 8, 16 to 20, and 30 to 33. In Algorithm 3, for each sub-determined vertex of the MAG, a BFS is conducted
using the original (full) MAG and shortest paths are computed for each distinct sub-determined vertex found by the
BFS. Further, it is important to note that given a sub-determined vertex sS, instead of starting from a single vertex,
the BFS starts from all vertices whose sub-determined form is equal to sS. This is the equivalent of starting a BFS on
a sub-determined MAG. However, since the BFS is conducted upon the not sub-determined MAG, it follows that the
BFS respects the reachability found on the full MAG and, therefore, it disregards the spurious paths created by sub-
determining the MAG. Further, since the functional difference between Algorithm 3 and the traditional betweenness
centrality algorithm is that Algorithm 3 uses the sub-determined BFS algorithm proposed in [24], it follows that
Algorithm 3 has the same properties of the traditional Brandes algorithm. In particular, since the BFS problem is done
over the full MAG, and if we consider that nζ (the number of ζ sub-determined vertices) is of the same order of n (the
number of composite vertices), it follows that Algorithm 3 can be computed in Opnmq time and requires Opn `mq
space, given that this algorithm is for unweighted MAGs (note that m is the number of edges). It is worth noting that
this adaptation can be implemented for any other shortest path based algorithm, such as closeness, stress and other
centralities of this kind.
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Algorithm 3: Sub-determined betweenness centrality for MAGs.
input :H, τpHq, ζ // MAG H, companion tuple, and sub-determination
output: CBvζ // Betweenness centrality vector
1 SubBetweennessCentrality(H, τpHq, ζ)
2 nÐ |V pHq| // Number of composite vertices of the MAG
3 nζ Ð |VζpHq| // Number of composite vertices of the sub-determined MAG
4 CBvζ Ð vector of nζ integers, all 0
5 for sS in VζpHq // Single Source shortest path (SSSP) problem
6 do
7 color Ð vector of n integers, all 0
8 colorζ Ð vector of nζ integers, all 0
9 S Ð empty stack
10 P Ð a vector of nζ empty lists
11 σ Ð vector of nζ integers for counting shortest paths
12 σrsSs Ð 1 // Each vertex has 1 shortest path to itself
13 dÐ vector of nζ values´1 for distances
14 drsSs “ 0 // Distance from s to itself is 0
15 QÐ empty queue
16 for i in VζpHq, where sζ ““ iζ // For all vertices with same sub-det. as s
17 do
18 colorris Ð black
19 enqueue iÑ Q // All vertices equivalent to s
20 end
21 whileQ is not empty // Sub-determined vertices BFS
22 do
23 dequeue v Ð Q
24 vSÐ v sub-determined by ζ
25 if colorSrvSs is WHITE then
26 colorSrvSs Ð BLACK
27 push vSÑ S
28 end
29 for each composite vertex w such that pv,wq P EpHq do
30 if colorrws is WHITE then
31 colorrws Ð BLACK
32 enqueue w Ñ Q
33 end
34 wSÐ w sub-determined by ζ
35 if drwSs “ ´1 // If wS found for the first time
36 then
37 drwSs Ð drvSs ` 1 // Distance sSÑ wS
38 end
39 if drwSs “ drvSs ` 1 // If there is a shortest path to wS via vS
40 then
41 σrwSs Ð σrwSs ` σrvSs // Counts shortest paths
42 append vSÑ P rwSs // vS is predecessor of wS
43 end
44 end
45 end
46 δ Ð vector of nS integers, all 0
47 while S is not empty do
48 pop wSÐ S
49 for vS in P rwSs // For all predecessors of wS
50 do
51 δrvSs Ð δrvSs ` pσrvSs{σrwSsq ˆ p1` δrwSsq
52 end
53 ifwS! “ sS then
54 CBvζ rwSs Ð C
B
vζ
rwSs ` δrwSs
55 end
56 end
57 end
58 return CBvζ
As an illustrative example, we remark that the betweenness centrality calculated for the sub-determined MAGR shown
in Figure 3(b) is [0, 1, 0] while the sub-determined betweenness centrality for the MAG R shown in Figure 3(a) is
[0, 0, 0]. From this example, it can be seen that the betweenness centrality (Algorithm 2) considers the presence of a
path from vertex 1 to 3 in Figure 3(b), making the centrality of vertex 2 to have value 1. In the case of sub-determined
betweenness centrality (Algorithm 3) of the MAG R shown in Figure 3(a), the result is [0, 0, 0], from which it can be
seen that no path from vertex 1 to 3 is considered in this case.
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5 Illustrative case studies
In this section, we present a set of case studies designed to show, in an experimental approach, the differences between
the outcomes of centrality measures when using classical centrality algorithms on previously sub-determined MAGs
or when using sub-determined algorithms applied on (non-sub-determined) MAGs. The observed differences illustrate
the impact on centrality analysis by mistakenly considering spurious paths in aggregated views of multidimensional
networks as compared with avoiding such spurious paths in the aggregation process, as proposed in this paper, before
the centrality analysis.
In our case studies, we consider two real-world multidimensional networks as well as synthetic ER (Erdös-Rényi)
random MAGs:
• MOSAR network – MOSAR (Mastering hOSpital Antimicrobial Resistance and its spread) is a scientific
collaboration project [16] that comprises several medical, biochemistry, and computing research institutions.
The MOSAR project focuses on antimicrobial-resistant bacteria (AMRB) transmission dynamics in high-risk
environments, such as intensive care units and surgical centres. The adopted dataset consists of the records
of in-person contacts (from physicians, nurses, staff members, and patients) in a certain medical ward for
a period of two weeks (between 12 am of July 25, 2009 and 12am of August 08, 2009). Each one of the
160 volunteers who participated in the study was equipped with a RFID device that detected the presence of
another devices within a small distance (about one meter). Device identification was unique and was always
associated with the same person. Every 30 seconds during the two-weeks period, each device registered
the list of all devices (nodes) that were within its coverage area in order to establish the arrangement of the
contacts among them (edges). We have then modeled the MOSAR dataset as a order 2 MAG representing
a TVG with 160 participants (elements in the first aspect) and 40320 time instants (elements in the second
aspect). Contacts are represented by non-oriented edges, i.e., the edge between any two persons is represented
by a directed edge and its reciprocal.
• Brazilian domestic air transportation network – The second real-world dataset we use in our experiments is the
air transportation network from Brazil, as published by the Brazilian National Civic Aviation Agency (ANAC)
in May, 12th 2017. We model this dataset as an order 3 MAG to represent the multidimensional network
equivalent to a multilayer time-varying network we detail as follows. The first aspect consists of 110 elements
corresponding to the airports. The second aspect consists of the multilayer part in which the each layer
involves the air flight network of each airline companies. In this second aspect, there are 14 elements as
2 layers are used for each of the 7 airline companies present in the dataset. The third aspect is composed of
7057 elements (i.e., time instants). This arrangement results in a MAG with 48339 composite vertices and
66195 edges. This is a weighted network. The weights in the edges represent the time duration of flights,
boardings, landings, and the waiting time between flights. As previously indicated, each airline company
uses 2 layers: one layer of the flights and the other layer for the waiting times between flights. The layer with
waiting times is where we put the edge to make the weekly cycle.
• Synthetic ER random MAGs – We have generated 2000 synthetic ER random MAGs, where 1000 are order 2
MAGs and the other 1000 are order 3 MAGs. The order 2 MAGs may represent time-varying graphs (TVGs)
while the order 3 MAGs may represent higher order networks, such multilayer time-varying networks. Each
sample for both kinds of synthetic ER random MAGs has 10000 composite vertices connected through 42586
edges. The difference is that these 10000 composite vertices are divided in the order 2 MAG as 1000 elements
in the first aspect and 10 elements in the second aspect; while in the order 3 MAG as 1000 elements in the
first aspect, 2 elements in the second aspect, and 5 elements in the third aspect.
For all the analyses we conduct in the presented networks, we sub-determine the MAG representing the multidimen-
sional network into a single aspect and then we evaluate the betweenness and the closeness centralities. For instance,
for each random MAG, the results correspond to the centrality of the first aspect elements. In its turn, the centrality
we analyze in the sub-determined MOSAR network refers to each person of the original face-to-face network (shown
as node IDs in Section 5.1). Finally, for the Brazilian air transportation network, the single aspect puts forward the
centrality of the airports (shown in airport codes in Section 5.2).
Moreover, we compare the results from centrality metrics computed by the classical approach and by our approach,
developed to evaluate sub-determined centralities on MAG, thus avoiding spurious paths. We actually compare the
centrality rankings generated by both cases and we analyze the position changes when the two rankings are compared.
More specifically, to compare the rankings, we use the Ranking-Biased Overlap (RBO) [21], which is a ranking
similarity measure. In contrast to the classic Kendall coefficient to compare rankings, RBO allows us to evaluate the
similarity between rankings by applying weights (i.e. distinct importance) to the positions of the considered rankings.
For example, the top positions of the rank (and their value) may have higher importance than positions far from the
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beginning of the rank. Note that RBO allows us to control how to weight rank positions. For example, we are able to
fix x percent of the weight to the first n elements of the rank. Also note that RBO measures similarity, not distance
(i.e., RBO is not a metric). However, RBO can trivially be turned into a distance measure, denominated rank-biased
distance (RBD), where RBD = 1 - RBO, as proved in [21]. In particular, for all experiments presented in this section,
RBO and RBD will be set to assign 85% of the total weight to the top 10% positions of the rankings.
In short, as we previously stated, our goal is to show that, in the case of shortest path based centralities, the classic
centrality algorithms may fail due to the issues resulting from the presence of spurious paths caused by the aggregation
(and sub-determination).
5.1 Evaluating MOSAR – a face-to-face human contact network
In this experiment, we evaluate the difference obtained when applying the proper algorithms for sub-determined results
and classical sub-determined algorithms on the MOSAR network. Figures 4 and 5 show the top 10 vertices for,
respectively, the betweenness and the closeness centralities for both approaches (i.e., the classical sub-determined
algorithms and the use of proper algorithms for sub-determined results). In this sense, we compare the centrality
rankings considering the presence of spurious paths (or not). In both figures, for both network centralities, we clearly
note a difference between the position of the top 10 vertices, a result of the spurious paths. In fact, according to
Figure 4, which shows the resutls for betweenness centrality, the two rankings differ from the third position. The
rankings for closeness centrality, shown in Figure 5, diverge from the fourth position on the ranking. Moreover, in the
case of Figure 4, we also note the presence of elements that do not figure on both top 10% rankings.
When comparing the top 10% of central nodes, the rankings of betweenness centrality present a significant RBD
distance. In this case, the RBD distance between the top 10% of the ranking is 0.188, while the RBD distance for the
closeness centrality is slightly smaller (0.119). In short, spurious paths incur in a considerable misleading assessment
of node centrality.
Figure 4: Rankings for the betweenness centrality in the MOSAR network when (a) spurious paths may be present (left
ranking); and (b) spurious paths are avoided (right ranking).
Figure 5: Rankings for the closeness centrality in the MOSAR network when (a) spurious paths may be present (left
ranking); and (b) spurious paths are avoided (right ranking).
5.2 Evaluating the Brazilian domestic air transportation network
We evaluate the betweenness and closeness centralities of the Brazilian domestic air transportation network. Figures 6
and 7 graphically highlight the ranking differences. According to Figure 6, the difference between the two betweenness
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centrality rankings is important. For the betweenness, we note important pair exchanges in the ranking positions,
starting from the second position of the ranking. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 7, the differences between
both closeness centrality rankings is smaller. We only note one pair exchaging their relative position and, a pair of
distinct airports in the 10th ranking position. This similarity between both rankings is expected once the closeness
centrality algorithm calculates a mean of the distances from each vertex, therefore reducing the influence of spurious
paths.
Figure 6: Rankings for the betweenness centrality in the Brazilian air transportation network when (a) spurious paths
may be present (left ranking); and (b) spurious paths are avoided (right ranking).
Figure 7: Rankings for the closeness centrality in the Brazilian air transportation network when (a) spurious paths may
be present (left ranking); and (b) spurious paths are avoided (right ranking).
In this evaluation, using the RBO, we have assigned 85% of the ranking weight to the top 10% of the ranking (i.e., 11
vertices). In this case, we observe an RBO correlation to the pair of betweenness centrality rankings of 0.787. The RBO
correlation to the pair of closeness centrality rankings is of 0.956. In other words, the distance between betweenness
centrality rankings is of 0.213, while the RBD distance for the closeness centrality rankings is considerably smaller (i.e.
0.044).
5.3 Evaluating synthetic ER random MAGs
In this section, we present the correlation and distances obtained for betweenness and closeness centralities, consid-
ering the algorithms suppressing spurious paths and the classic algorithms that do not suppress spurious paths. We
first evaluate the 1000 synthetic ER random order 2 MAGs (equivalent to time-varying graphs – TVGs) and then we
evaluate the 1000 synthetic ER random order 3 MAGs. Unless indicated otherwise, in this section, we consider that
85% of the RBO and RBD weight is assigned upon the first 10% of the rankings.
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the RBO and RBD values we observe for the betweenness and the closeness centralities
when comparing rankings of TVG (order 2 MAG) networks with spurious paths and without spurious paths. First, we
clearly note that spurious paths impose a relevant effect on the centrality metrics we analyze. For example, for the
betweenness centratlity (Table 1), the mean RBD value between both rankings is 0.386. Moreover, the lowest differ-
ence observed is of 0.175. The RBD values for the closeness centrality (Table 2) are as high as those for betweenness
centrality In this case, the mean RBD value is superior to 0.6, while the minimum RBD is about 0.37. In this sense,
analyzing path-related centralities using the classical approach to TVG networks may lead to misconceptions about
the centrality assessment of the network.
We also observe high RBD values in the case of the random order 3 MAGs for both betweeness and closeness central-
ities, as shown in Tables 3 and 4. For example, the mean RBD for betweenness and closeness centralities are superior
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Table 1: Betweenness centrality: RBO and RBD values for random TVGs (order 2 MAGs).
TVG - Betweenness RBO RBD
Minimum 0.404 0.175
Maximum 0.825 0.596
Mean 0.614 0.386
Standard Deviation 0.072 0.072
Table 2: Closeness centrality: RBO and RBD values for random TVGs (order 2 MAGs).
TVG - Closeness RBO RBD
Minimum 0.273 0.369
Maximum 0.631 0.727
Mean 0.397 0.603
Standard Deviation 0.066 0.066
to 0.39 and 0.6, respectively. Again, this leads to the conclusion that the path-based centrality computation in random
order 3 MAGs are also significantly impacted by spurious paths induced through the sub-determination process.
Table 3: Betweenness Centrality: RBO and RBD values for random order 3 MAGs.
MAG - Betweenness RBO RBD
Minimum 0.409 0.173
Maximum 0.827 0.591
Mean 0.608 0.392
Standard Deviation 0.072 0.072
Table 4: Closeness Centrality: RBO and RBD values for random order 3 MAGs.
MAG - Closeness RBO RBD
Minimum 0.267 0.368
Maximum 0.632 0.733
Mean 0.398 0.602
Standard Deviation 0.064 0.064
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we study shortest-path based centralities in multidimensional (high order) complex networks. Usu-
ally, the assessment of node centralities in these networks involves the aggregation of different dimensions to then
perform the computation of centrality metrics. Nevertheless, this aggregation process may create spurious paths on
the aggregated view of the network, in particular when time-varying graphs are involved. Computing shortest-path
based centralities, such as betweennees or closeness, in the presence of spurious paths may then mislead the intended
network centrality analysis.
To the best of our knowledge, we propose the first method to avoid taking into account spurious paths at the aggregation
process in multidimensional complex networks. This assures the aggregated view of the higher order network to be free
of spurious paths, thus allowing an accurate shortest-path based centrality computation in multidimensional complex
networks. To achieve this result, we first represent multidimensional complex networks by means of MultiAspect
Graphs (MAGs), an abstraction able to represent time-varying, multilayer, combined time-varying multilayer, or even
higher order graphs.
We have evaluated both, the traditional approach to calculate centrality metrics in multidimensional networks dis-
regarding the potential existence of spurious paths and our proposal that avoids the generation of spurious paths at
the aggregation process. In other words, we compare betweenness and closeness centralities for the case where the
algorithms include the spurious paths generated by sub-determination and for the case where the algorithms are con-
structed to properly avoid this issue. Such a case study is interesting because it shows impact of properly avoiding the
issue of spurious paths on the network centrality computation.
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Finally, as an additional contribution, we make a python implementation of the algorithms discussed in this paper
publicly available.2
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